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This report was prepared by Arup North 
America Ltd. (“Arup”) in its capacity as 
Consultant to the City and County of San 
Francisco (“City”) pursuant to an 
Agreement (“the Service Agreement”) 
dated April 25, 2010 and amended on 
January 1, 2014. The forward-looking 
projections, forecasts, or statements are 
based upon interpretations or 
assessments of available information at 
the time of writing. Actual events may 
differ from those assumed, and outcomes 
are subject to change. Findings are time-
sensitive and relevant only to current 
conditions at the time of writing. Factors 
influencing the accuracy and 
completeness of the forward-looking 
statements may exist that are outside of 
the purview or knowledge of those 
involved. Arup makes or provides no 
warranty, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the use of any information or 
methods disclosed in this document. 
Furthermore, Arup assumes no liability 
with respect to the use of any information 
or methods disclosed in this document. 
Any recipient of this document 

(“Recipient”), by its acceptance or use of 
this document, acknowledges the 
foregoing and agrees to release Arup from 
any liability.

In performing the services, Arup has 
received information from third parties and 
has relied upon the reasonable 
assurances of third parties, but does not 
warrant or guarantee the accuracy of such 
information. It is understood and agreed by 
the Recipient that advisory services 
contain reasonable assumptions, 
estimates, and projections that may not be 
indicative of actual or future values or 
events, and are therefore subject to 
substantial uncertainty. Future 
developments or events cannot be 
predicted with certainty and may affect the 
estimates or projections provided, such 
that Arup does not specifically guarantee 
or warrant any estimate, opinion, or 
projection. This report speaks only as of its 
date, and Arup is under no obligation to 
update the report to address changes in 
facts or circumstances that occur after 
such date that might materially affect the 
contents of the report or any of the 

conclusions set forth therein. Arup will not 
in any circumstances be liable for (a) any 
loss of investment, loss of contract, loss of 
production, loss of profits, loss of time, or 
loss of use, and/or (b) any consequential, 
incidental, or indirect loss. Questions 
concerning the use of or reliance on this 
report should be directed to Arup’s Project 
Manager, Russell Carr at: 
russell.carr@arup.com, and Task Leader, 
Roberto Sierra at 
roberto.sierra@arup.com.

Important Notice
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Context and Purpose

This report documents the updated financial analysis for the San Francisco Solar and Storage for 
Resilience Project (the “Project”).  The report:

• Builds on the technical work for solar generation and storage systems to provide energy for different municipal facilities, such as 
schools, recreation centers, and libraries, in case of emergency situations for essential building functions.

• Provides a feasibility assessment to deliver, finance, and operate a system* that combines 12.5MW of energy storage and 8.5MW of
solar generation for a 20 years period.

• Considers the implementation of a revenue model that assumes wholesale market participation for the energy storage component of 
the system and the sale of excess solar generation to building owners via offsetting purchased energy.

• Identifies delivery and ownership options that have the potential to provide the desired power backup and resilience services for the 
least cost with an optimal budget impact for the City of San Francisco.

• Assessed the quantitative impact of two delivery options: Design, Bid, Build (“DBB”) and Public-Private Partnership (“P3”).

• Recommends next steps for further analysis to move the Project toward implementation.

* The systems sized in this document were sized based on reliance criteria. In order to meet the ITC requirements for the battery charging from solar 
for 75% of the energy, the system size of 8.5MW of PV and 12.5MW of storage results in some curtailment of the wholesale market activities, this is 
due to the PV size being smaller than the battery capacity. To quantify if this is detrimental to the economic performance, we have provided a 
supplementary analysis to determine the economic performance of upsizing the solar component of the system. This supplementary analysis 
matches the power capacity of the solar and storage. For this work we have assumed that 12.5MW PV and 12.5MW Storage would be installed, an 
increase in PV capacity of 4MW.

A further analysis has also been performed to determine if forgoing the ITC as opposed to curtailing the wholesale market participation is 
economically beneficial. This analysis was based on 8.2MW of PV and 12.9MW of Storage which was an optimum resilient system sizing when the 
ITC was not taken into account.
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Summary Conclusions, and Next Steps

Based on design work and technical analysis conducted to date, including an energy storage market 
valuation conducted by Strategen, Arup’s updated financial analysis demonstrates that a P3 approach 
may yield cost savings versus a conventional DBB. The P3 approach appears to be a more cost 
effective delivery model compared to the DBB option, requiring a lower annual budget, a lower 
cumulative budget over the 20-year Project period, and a lower cost on a present value basis incurred 
by the City over the Project period.

Arup’s analysis has also shown that solar and storage should be installed in equal power capacities to 
maximize the economic case. The 12.5MW PV and 12.5MW/4 hour Storage option provides the most 
value to the city. This is an additional 4MW PV over the base case. 

If, based on the results of the updated financial analysis, the City concludes that 
the Project could provide residents with much needed emergency energy services 
with a total value that is in line or exceeds projected Project costs, Arup 
recommend that the City continue to refine the analysis and move the Project 
toward implementation.

As such, our recommended next steps are as follows:

• Refine Project design criteria and performance metrics.

• Develop strategy for phasing and roll-out.

• Refine risk allocation & Project responsibilities.

• Confirm/ refine economic assumptions & equity tax.

• Conduct a market sounding with service providers.

• Develop roadmap for approvals and stakeholder engagement. Map of pilot sites and evaluated loads
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Objectives of Analysis

• The City commissioned Arup to evaluate the viability of different delivery options for the development of solar energy storage systems 
for post-disaster preparedness in San Francisco.

• Based on design work and technical analysis conducted to date, including an energy storage market valuation, Arup performed a
update to the preliminary financial analysis for the Project, dated April 2017.

• In this report Arup presents two delivery options, DBB and P3, and conducts both a qualitative and quantitative analysis to compare 
the financial viability of the two different models to deliver the Project.

P3 Viability Methodology

The purpose of the financial analysis is to compare two delivery options for the Project and assess its 
feasibility, based on the technical and market analysis carried out to date.

Qualitative Analysis

� Define Project
� Initial assessment of Project 

risks
� Define viable delivery options
� Compare delivery option 

alternatives (DBB, P3)

Updated Financial Feasibility

• Refine assumptions for delivery 
option alternatives

• Determine option with lowest 
budget impact and lowest cost on a 
present value basis

Go/no-go 

Decision

Preliminary Financial Analysis

• Incorporate energy storage valuation 
analysis developed by Strategen

• First-cut assumptions for delivery 
option alternatives
� Construction Period
� CapEx
� OpEx
� Risk Premium
� Financing & Tax
� Timing

• Order of magnitude estimate of the 
lowest net budget impact and lowest 
present value basis

• Submit draft to City for comment

Go/no-go 

Decision

Next Steps

� Refine Project design criteria and performance 
metrics

� Develop strategy for phasing and roll-out
� Refine risk allocation & Project responsibilities
� Confirm/ refine economic assumptions & equity tax
� Conduct a market sounding with service providers/ 

partners
� Develop roadmap for approvals and stakeholder 

engagement
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Procurement Delivery Methods

• DBB 

- Design and construction services are procured separately, but design 
risk is retained by the Public Sector.

- Funding for the projects procured is the responsibility of the Public 
Sector.

- Represents the current procurement method for Project.

• P3 (DBFOM) 

- Single entity responsible and financially liable for performing all or a 
significant number of functions in connection with a project, as 
opposed to discrete functions divided and procured separately.

- Structure varies according to the scope of responsibility and degree of 
risk assumed by the private partner with respect to the project.

- Realize potential cost savings/efficiencies related to private delivery of 
design, construction, operation and maintenance services.

- Cost increases related to more expensive private financing typically 
offset and/or exceeded by efficiencies from other project delivery 
services.

- Maximum risk transfer from Public Sector perspective.

Conventional delivery, or DBB, is qualitatively compared to a P3 approach, or Design Build Finance Operate 
Maintain (“DBFOM”), as a potential delivery method for the Project.

Identify 

Infrastructure 

need

Propose 

Solution

Project 

Design

Project 

Financing

Procure 

Construction
Construction

Operation / 

Maintenance
Ownership

Design/Bid/Build Private Sector

Design/Build Private Sector Public Sector Private Sector Private Sector

Design/Build/Finance Public Sector

Design/Build/Finance/ 

Operate/Maintain
Public Sector Public Sector

Adapted from Brooking analysis graphic

Private Sector

Public Sector

Public Sector 

Public Sector 

Private Sector Public Sector 

Public Sector

Graphic illustrates the public and private parties responsibility for each phase of procurement under different delivery methods. 
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Procurement Delivery Methods
Benefits and Risks

Delivery 
Type

Positives/Benefits Negatives/Risks

DBB • City maintains control of Project, able to require certain 
means and methods to achieve the desired outcome, both 
in terms of aesthetics and performance.

• City has access to low-cost financing due do its strong 
bond rating.

• Leverage existing operation and maintenance staff and 
experience with implementing previous capital projects 
(solar only).

• Significant risks related to design and construction that could lead 
to schedule delays and cost overruns; Risks associated with 
delivery on time and on budget.

• City would have to dedicate bonding capacity to the Project that 
could otherwise be used for projects more central to the City’s 
core missions.

• There is a question whether the City has sufficient bandwidth to 
properly manage the entire life cycle of the Project (from design 
and construction through operation); City would likely have to 
supplement existing staff in terms of numbers and expertise. 

P3 • Passes responsibility and risks to third parties whose 
primary business is to design, build and operate facilities; 
enables the City to focus on its primary business:
providing public services to taxpayers.

• Avoid potential construction cost overruns and delays.
• Leverage best practices in operations and maintenance

(“O&M”) industry to save costs.
• Dedicated industry players have the ability to optimize the 

interface between systems (storage & solar) and systems 
and the market.

• Preserve bonding capacity and avoid need for large up-
front payments to cover capital costs.

• Benefit from oversight from private financing institutions to 
further ensure that the Project is constructed on time and 
on budget and performs according to contract 
specifications.

• Ability to take advantage of savings from tax equity 
structures by attracting entities that can leverage the 
Federal Investment Tax Credit (“ITC”) and Modified 
Accelerated Cost Recovery System ( “MACRS”), which is 
also known as accelerated depreciation.

• City loses some amount of control over the direction of the Project 
(means and methods).

• Significant repercussions to the City if private partner fails to 
manage market interface.

• Private finance typically has more expensive cost of capital.
• Difficulty in drawing boundaries around what remains the City 

responsibility and what assets should be the responsibility of the 
Developer.

• Potentially high transaction costs relative to Project size (P3 
projects benefit from economies of scale in terms of transaction 
costs relative to capital expenditures (“CapEx”).
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Project Definition
The Project, sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy, examines the use of microgrids and stand-alone 
solar electric generation with battery storage to provide power to critical facilities. This approach provides 
resilient power for critical facilities, which require electricity for their continued operation while offering 
continuous power production and cost savings in normal operation through interaction with the grid.

• Solar and storage microgrids can offer many advantages over traditional 
emergency backup power systems including replenishable clean fuel, reliability 
improvements, environmental benefits, and financial incentives.

• A process for identifying critical facilities, surveying power requirements, 
assessing renewable potential, financing, and developing resilient solar and 
storage was devised for the City.

• This process was tested by gathering data for 16 critical facilities in San 
Francisco, extrapolating the results to 67 facilities, and developing financial 
projections to implement solar and storage within the constraints of city 
budgeting.

• Solar and storage capacities *:

• 8.5 MW PV capacity

• 12.5 MW storage capacity (50.0 MWh)

• Critical facilities include:

• Schools

• Recreation Centers

• Libraries

GIS Map

Site condition assessment

* The systems sized in this document were sized based on reliance criteria. In order to meet the ITC requirements 
for the battery charging from solar for 75% of the energy, the system size of 8.5MW of PV and 12.5MW of storage 
results in some curtailment of the wholesale market activities, this is due to the PV size being smaller than the 
battery capacity. To quantify if this is detrimental to the economic performance we have provided a supplementary 
analysis in an appendix to determine the economic performance of upsizing the solar.

A further analysis has also been performed to determine if forgoing the ITC as opposed to curtailing the wholesale 
market participation is economically beneficial. This analysis was based on 8.2MW of PV and 12.9MW of Storage 
which was an optimum resilient system sizing when the ITC was not taken into account.
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Updated Financial Analysis – Scenario Definition
The updated financial analysis evaluated the economics of two procurement options: a DBB and a P3.  This 
analysis assumed that the P3 approach would structure a commercial arrangement between parties in such 
a way that the ITC and MACRS (accelerated depreciation) benefits could be captured by the developer and 
passed on to the City in the form of reduced payments for services provided. 

The table below summarizes high level risk allocation for the DBB and P3 delivery options. It is 
recommended that the City perform a more detailed risk analysis to define all risks and identify the party who 
is best placed to manage these risks.

Note that under the P3 scenario, the revenue risk is shared. This is to ensure that the Developer is 
incentives to capture the maximum amount of income and that the City is able to offset payments for 
services provided by the Developer with a portion of revenues generated.

Project Risks Bearer of Risk
Conventional Delivery 

(Design, Bid, Build)

P3 Delivery

(Public-Private 

Partnership)

Design Risk Designer / City Developer
Construction Risk Builder / City Developer
Operations and 
Maintenance Risk

City Developer

Environmental Risk City Shared
Financing Risk City Developer
Revenue Risk City Shared
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System’s savings to the City 
as System Operator

Grid or 
Building Owners

Updated Financial Analysis – DBB Commercial Structure
This option assumes that the City utilizes bond financing and retains design & construction management and 
ongoing O&M of the Project.  The City will serve the debt raised to build the infrastructure.  The system will 
generate revenues to the City in the form of energy storage revenue and PV revenue from energy sold to 
building owners. The energy storage revenue assumption has been provided by Strategen’s Energy Storage 
Valuation Analysis (12/08/2017), utilizing 12.5 MW Full Market Participation. The PV revenue assumption 
assumes that the solar electricity generated, which is not used to charge the battery, is sold directly to 
building owners at $0.05/kWh.

CityLenders
Bond proceeds

Debt service

Energy storage 
revenue **

PV energy 
revenue ***

** Energy storage revenue
from selling grid stabilization services 
directly to the wholesale market. 
While there are no tax incentives 
available in this option, the storage 
system does receive the Self-
Generation Incentive Program (SGIP)

*** PV energy revenue
from PV Solar Generation sold to 
building owners at $0.05/kWh

System’s revenue to the City 
as Building Owner

* Energy storage
Non-applicable; assumed energy 
storage system is charged from the 
grid

SGIP

Construction 
Cost

Energy Storage * PV Solar 
Generation
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Updated Financial Analysis – P3 Commercial Structure
Combined private (equity) financing and bond financing into a project company (“ProCo”) responsible for 
design, build, finance, operate, and maintain the Project.  The City will pay the ProCo an Availability 
Payment, subject to performance requirements. The energy storage revenue assumption has been provided 
by Strategen’s Energy Storage Valuation Analysis, utilizing 12.5 MW Full Market Participation. The PV 
revenue assumption assumes that the solar electricity generated, which is not used to charge the battery, is 
sold directly to building owners at $0.05/kWh. 

City

ProCo

Availability 
Payment

PV Solar 
Generation

Energy Storage *

** Energy storage revenue
from selling grid stabilization services 
directly to the wholesale market. This 
option enables the Project to capture 
benefits from ITC, MACRS and SGIP

*** PV energy revenue
from PV Solar Generation sold to 
building owners at $0.05/kWh

Lenders

Private Equity

Bond proceeds

Debt service

Equity inflows

Equity outflows

Grid or 
Building Owners

System’s revenue to the City 
as Building Owner

System’s savings to the 
ProCo as System Operator

* Energy storage
75% of PV generation is used to 
charge storage batteries; required to 
claim ITC status

ITC, SGIP, 
and MACRS

Construction 
Cost

Energy 
storage 

revenue **

PV energy 
revenue ***
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Updated Financial Analysis – Results
Using technical and market assumptions Arup conducted a financial analysis, which evaluated the 
economics of two procurement options: a DBB delivery and a P3 delivery.  This analysis demonstrated that a 
P3 approach yield lower payment requirements from the City over the life of the Project, which is largely 
driven by tax benefits captured by the P3 option.

As shown above, for a P3 delivery, the cumulative net City payments over 20 years
of operation would be US$73.6 million, which is 28% less than the net payment of the 
DBB delivery, estimated at US$102.6 million. These results are largely explained by the 
tax benefits -ITC and accelerated depreciation- that a P3 delivery would provide by 
engaging dedicated industry players with the ability to optimize the interface between 
systems (storage & solar) and systems and the wholesale market.

* Operating payments: ongoing running costs for the Project that account for routine operations, energy use (incl. energy storage charge), and maintenance/ 
lifecycle.
** Capital payments: payments to the P3 developers for items required to finance and deliver the Project, including up-front capital and development costs to 
procure and build the Project. The payments reflect the financing terms and capital structure under each delivery method.
*** System revenue: energy storage revenue and PV/Solar generation revenue.
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Cumulative nominal City payments over 20 years of operation

[US$ million, in 2017$] DBB P3

Operating * 2.2 1.7

Capital ** 3.8 2.0

less system revenue *** (1.5) (0.9)

Net annual cost 4.5 2.8

Difference - -37%

The table above shows the net annual cost in the first 
year of full operation (assumed in 2020), expressed in 
today’s dollars.  The City would incur in a net annual cost of 
US$4.5 million if the Project is delivered under a DBB 
procurement.  For a P3 delivery, the City would incur in a 
net cost of US$2.8 million, which is 37% less than the net 
annual cost of the DBB.

Net annual cost in the first year of full operation
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Updated Financial Analysis – Results
The present value of the cost of the Project over a 20-year operating period would be lowest utilizing the P3 
delivery method.

• In order to compare each delivery option, the nominal 
results of the financial analysis are adjusted to 
account for the ‘time value of money’.  The concept of 
time value of money represents the opportunity cost, 
in current year’s dollars, of future investments.

• In order to account for the time value of money, the 
nominal values are discounted applying a discount 
factor - 5% - that represents the opportunity cost to 
the City for investing in alternative ventures.

• The present value of the net City payments over the 
20 year operating term for the Project would be 
US$59.3 million if it is delivered under a DBB 
procurement.

• The present value of the net City payments for the 
Project under a P3 delivery would total US$41.5 
million, which is 30% lower than the DBB delivery.  
This captures the savings, expressed in present value 
terms, from tax benefits and from energy storage 
revenue efficiencies that a P3 delivery would provide.

Present Value of Project Cost Over 20-year Operating Period
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Updated Financial Analysis – Scenario Comparison

• For the City’s annual budgetary 
allocations, a P3 delivery with full tax 
benefits (e.g., ITC, MACRS) would 
generate the highest value (lowest 
annual budget impact) to the City 
under the high value scenario.

• A P3 delivery shows the lowest net 
cost to the City, on a cumulative 
present value basis, for the high 
value scenario, as well.

The scenario comparison shows a range of results considering two scenarios: Low Value (pessimistic) and 
High Value (optimistic) to the City.  For each scenario, three inputs are assumed to change: Access to ITC in 
a P3 delivery, Cost Risk Adjustments, and System’s Revenue.

DBB P3 DBB P3

Inputs Low Value High Value

ITC Rate [%] 0% 0% *** 0% 22.5%

Cost Risk Adjustments * [%] 0% 0% 20% 0%

System’s Revenue Loss ** [%] 0% 0% 5% 0%

Results Low Value High Value

Avg. Net Cost over 20 yrs. (nominal) [US$, million] 4.4 4.9 5.1 3.7

Cumulative Net Cost over 20 yrs. (nominal) [US$, million] 88.8 97.8 102.6 73.6

Present Value (at 5%) of Cumulative Net Cost [US$, million] 51.2 54.2 59.3 41.5

* Construction Risk Premium for DBB delivery (see slide 17)
** Storage Revenue Efficiency Loss (see slide 22)
*** No tax equity investor but SGIP incentive and 7-yr MACRS
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APPENDIX
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Updated Financial Analysis – Key Assumptions

Timeline
DBB (Base 

Case)
P3

Procurement + Construction [month] 5 + 12; total 17 7 + 10, total 17

Operation [year] 20 20

Total Project Duration [year; month] 21; 5 21; 5

Quantitative analysis considers a DBB delivery as the Base Case.  One alternative delivery method for the 
Project, P3, is defined and compared against the Base Case. P3 delivery assume accelerated construction.  
Construction cost for the Base Case accounts for a 20% construction risk premium, which quantifies 
potential change orders and cost overruns during construction when compared to a P3 delivery.

Capital & Procurement Cost DBB P3

Subtotal 1. Construction Cost, Risk 
Adjusted

[US$, million]
50.4 *

(Storage $25.0; Solar $17.0; 
Risk Premium $8.4)

42.0
(Storage $25.0; Solar $17.0)

Subtotal 2. Construction Soft Cost ** [US$, million] 1.7 1.7

Subtotal 3. Owner’s Soft Cost *** [US$, million] 3.1 2.2

Total Construction Cost, Risk Adjusted [US$, million] 55.1 45.9

Owner’s Procurement & Construction 
Supervision Cost

[US$, million] 1.9 1.8

Procurement Cost (Private Sector) [US$, million] 0.2 0.2

* Risk adjusted, assumes 20% Construction Risk Premium
** Accounts for construction-related allowances (e.g., general conditions, escalation, and design contingency) that a contractor builds on 
a construction estimate
*** Accounts for owner’s contingency allowance (e.g., unknown conditions, owner requested modifications, and like) that an owner builds 
on a construction budget
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Updated Financial Analysis – Key Assumptions
The SGIP incentive is assumed to favour both delivery methods.  However, the P3 delivery may be able to 
take advantage of additional tax benefits such as ITC and accelerated depreciation (MACRS). 

Grants/Tax Benefits DBB P3

SGIP Incentive by Duration (0-2hrs / 2-4hrs) [%] 100% / 50% 100% / 50%

SGIP Incentive by Project Size (<2 MWh) [%] 100% 100%

Combined SGIP Incentive ratio (Duration
and Project Size)

[%] 75% 75%

SGIP Incentive Base Rate [US$/W] 0.50 0.36

SGIP Incentive Grant [US$ million] 4.7 3.4

ITC Tax Credit [%] N/A 22.5%

ITC Tax Credit [US$ million] N/A 8.0

Total Grants/Tax Benefits [US$ million] 4.7 12.4

MACRS (P3 only) N/A Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

MACRS Depreciation 
Base *

[US$ 
million]

39.7

Bonus Depreciation **
[US$ 

million]
11.9

Accelerated
Depreciation ***

[%] N/A 20.0% 32.0% 19.2% 11.5% 11.5% 5.8%

* Construction costs (US$42.0 m), plus construction soft costs (US$1.7 m), minus 50% of ITC tax benefit (US$4.0 m)
** 30% of MACRS Depreciation Base (assumes start of operations in 2019)
*** 5-yr MACRS schedule with half-year convention
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Updated Financial Analysis – Key Financing Assumptions
Both, the Base Case (DBB) and P3, assume a 20-yr bond financing for the Project.  The P3 Developer, 
which will include a tax equity investor and a standard (no tax equity) investor, will provide long-term equity 
for 55% of the initial funding requirement for the Project.  The average cost of capital for a P3 –9.0%- is 
greater than the DBB delivery due to the higher return requirements for the P3 Developer.

Cost of Financing DBB P3

Financing Term [year] 20 20

Fees

Up-Front Financing Fee [% of funding] 0.5% 2.5%

Cost of Capital

All-in Interest Rate * [%] 3.4% 3.4%

Return to Tax Equity Investor [%] N/A 12.0%

Return to Standard (No Tax Equity) 
Equity Investor

[%] N/A 14.0%

Capital Structure

Debt [% of funding] 100.0% 45.0%

Equity [% of funding] 0.0% 55.0%

Weighted Average Cost of Capital [%] 3.4% 9.0%

* AA MMD Index, 20-yr maturity + 50bps
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Updated Financial Analysis – Uses and Sources of Funds
The P3 delivery benefits from up-front grants and tax benefits -SGIP Incentive and ITC-, whereas the DBB 
delivery only benefits from SGIP.  ITC benefits are accounted for in the equity financing valuation.  As a 
result, the total funding requirements (uses of funds) to build the infrastructure under the P3 delivery is lower 
than for the DBB.  The sources of funds required to build the infrastructure reflect the capital structure (debt 
and equity) for each delivery option.

Uses of Funds (during 
construction)

DBB P3

Total Construction Cost * [US$ million] 55.1 45.9

Owner’s Procurement &
Construction Supervision Cost *

[US$ million] 1.9 1.8

Procurement Cost (Private Sector) * [US$ million] 0.2 0.2

Financing Costs [US$ million] 4.3 2.4

less SGIP Incentive Grant [US$ million] (4.7) (3.4)

Uses of Funds [US$ million] 56.9 45.1

Sources of Funds (during 
construction)

DBB P3

Debt Financing [US$ million] 57.0 20.3

Equity Financing ** [US$ million] 0.0 24.8

Sources of Funds [US$ million] 56.9 45.1

* See slide 17

** Tax equity investor to contribute with US$13.0 million and standard (no tax equity) investor to contribute with US$11.8 million.
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Updated Financial Analysis – Key Operating Cost Assumptions

Operating Assumptions DBB and P3

Operating Cost [US$/kWh/yr] 10.0

PV Panels Maintenance/ Lifecycle Cost [US$ million/yr] 0.2

Storage System Replacement Cost (annualized) [US$ million/yr] 1.0

Operating cost are assumed to be the same across delivery methods.  Maintenance/ lifecycle cost accounts 
for the need for major rehabilitation costs incurred in replacing key systems of the Project over the 20 year 
evaluation.  This relates to the impact of the City’s assumed budgetary constraints for maintenance activities, 
which can lead to spikes in repair and replacement costs over time.

Owner’s Cost DBB P3

Owner’s Contract/Operation Supervision 
Cost

[US$ million/yr] 0.3 0.2

Electricity Assumptions DBB P3

Electricity Unit Cost (wholesale) [US$/kWh] 0.03 0.03

Electricity Demand for Energy Storage [million of kWh/yr] 14,2 14,2

less Solar Energy Allocated to Energy 
Storage

[million of kWh/yr] (0.0) (9.7)

Electricity Consumption for Energy Storage [million of kWh/yr] 14.2 4.6

Electricity Cost for Energy Storage [US$ million/yr] 0.4 0.1
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Updated Financial Analysis – Key Revenue (Savings) Assumptions

Revenue Assumptions DBB P3

PV Energy Rate [US$/kWh] 0.05 0.05

PV Solar Generation [million of kWh/yr] 12.9 12.9

PV Solar Generation Sold to Building Owners * [million of kWh/yr] 12.9 3.2

PV Energy Revenue from PV Solar Generation [US$ million/yr] 1.1 0.1

Storage Revenue [US$ million/yr] 0.8 0.8

Storage Revenue Efficiency Loss [%] 5% 0%

Storage Revenue After Efficiency Loss [US$ million/yr] 0.7 0.8

The Base Case (DBB) assumes Solar PV generation is only used for consumption and the battery storage is 
fully charged from the grid. Also, due to the complexity in developing technology to take advantage of the 
market spot prices, the upside is not fully captured in the DBB option. The P3 approach assumes that 75% of 
the battery storage is charged with Solar PV production to reap the benefit of the ITC, and the rest charged 
through the grid. The P3 option also assumes no loss due to private sector expertise and diligence. 

* For DBB delivery, it is assumed that the full amount of PV/Solar Generation is sold to building owners; thus it is not used to charge 
the Storage System.  For P3 delivery, it assumes that 75% of PV/Solar Generation is used to charge the Storage System
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P3 Viability Screening – is a P3 Viable for this Opportunity?
Screening criteria to be used for potential P3 Projects

Project Screening  Criteria

Project Goals Are the project goals inline with P3 model in terms of risk transfer, cost saving and innovation?

Risk Profile Would the P3 delivery method help transfer project risks and potential future responsibilities to the 
private sector on a long term basis?

Project Complexity Is the project sufficiently complex in terms of technical and/or financial requirements to effectively 
leverage private sector innovation and expertise? Is the capital cost great enough to justify transaction 
costs?

Potential for 
Accelerated Schedule

If the required public funding is not currently available for the project, could using a P3 delivery 
method accelerate the delivery of the project?

Potential Project 
Efficiencies

Would the P3 delivery method help foster efficiencies through the most appropriate transfer of risk 
over the project life-cycle? Is there an opportunity to bundle projects or create economies of 
scale?

Budget Impact Does the project have revenue generation potential to partially offset the public funding 
requirement if necessary? Could a public agency pay for the project over time, such as through an 
Availability Payment, as opposed to paying for its entire cost up front?

Ability to raise capital Would delivery the project as a P3 help free up funds or leverage existing sources of funds for 
other projects?
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Supplementary Analysis (12.5MW PV and 12.5MW Storage) – Results
The supplementary analysis estimates the economic performance of upsizing the solar component of the 
system by matching the power capacity of the solar and storage.  For this work, Arup assumed that 12.5MW 
PV and 12.5MW Storage would be installed, an increase in PV capacity of 4MW from the baseline system 
size.

As shown above, for a P3 delivery, the cumulative net City payments over 20 years
of operation would be US$63.1 million, which is 36% less than the net payment of the 
DBB delivery, estimated at US$98.4 million.

* Operating payments: ongoing running costs for the Project that account for routine operations, energy use (incl. energy storage charge), and maintenance/ 
lifecycle.
** Capital payments: payments to the P3 developers for items required to finance and deliver the Project, including up-front capital and development costs to 
procure and build the Project. The payments reflect the financing terms and capital structure under each delivery method.
*** System revenue: energy storage revenue and PV/Solar generation revenue.
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Cumulative nominal City payments over 20 years of operation

[US$ million, in 2017$] DBB P3

Operating * 2.3 1.7

Capital ** 4.5 1.5

less system revenue *** (2.3) (1.5)

Net annual cost 4.6 2.5

Difference - -44%

The table above shows the net annual cost in the first 
year of full operation (assumed in 2020), expressed in 
today’s dollars.  The City would incur in a net annual cost of 
US$4.6 million if the Project is delivered under a DBB 
procurement.  For a P3 delivery, the City would incur in a 
net cost of US$2.5 million, which is 44% less than the net 
annual cost of the DBB.

Net annual cost in the first year of full operation
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Supplementary Analysis (12.5MW PV and 12.5MW Storage) – Results
The present value of the cost of the Project over a 20-year operating period would be lowest utilizing the P3 
delivery method.

• In order to compare each delivery option, the nominal 
results of the financial analysis are adjusted to 
account for the ‘time value of money’.  The concept of 
time value of money represents the opportunity cost, 
in current year’s dollars, of future investments.

• In order to account for the time value of money, the 
nominal values are discounted applying a discount 
factor - 5% - that represents the opportunity cost to 
the City for investing in alternative ventures.

• The present value of the net City payments over the 
20 year operating term for the Project would be 
US$57.4 million if it is delivered under a DBB 
procurement.

• The present value of the net City payments for the 
Project under a P3 delivery would total US$36.2 
million, which is 37% lower than the DBB delivery.

Present Value of Project Cost Over 20-year Operating Period
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Supplementary Analysis (12.5MW PV and 12.5MW Storage) – Results

• For the City’s annual budgetary 
allocations, a P3 delivery with full tax 
benefits (e.g., ITC, MACRS) would 
generate the highest value (lowest 
annual budget impact) to the City 
under the high value scenario.

• A P3 delivery shows the lowest net 
cost to the City, on a cumulative 
present value basis, for the high 
value scenario, as well.

The scenario comparison shows a range of results considering two scenarios: Low Value (pessimistic) and 
High Value (optimistic) to the City.  For each scenario, three inputs are assumed to change: Access to ITC in 
a P3 delivery, Cost Risk Adjustments, and System’s Revenue.

DBB P3 DBB P3

Inputs Low Value High Value

ITC Rate [%] 0% 0% *** 0% 22.5%

Cost Risk Adjustments * [%] 0% 0% 20% 0%

System’s Revenue Loss ** [%] 0% 0% 5% 0%

Results Low Value High Value

Avg. Net Cost over 20 yrs. (nominal) [US$, million] 4.1 4.9 4.9 3.2

Cumulative Net Cost over 20 yrs. (nominal) [US$, million] 81.9 98.4 98.4 63.1

Present Value (at 5%) of Cumulative Net Cost [US$, million] 47.7 54.8 57.4 36.2

* Construction Risk Premium for DBB delivery (see slide 17)
** Storage Revenue Efficiency Loss (see slide 22)
*** No tax equity investor but SGIP incentive and 7-yr MACRS
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Revised Initial Analysis (8.2MW of PV and 12.9MW of Storage) – Results
The revised initial analysis shows the economic performance of the original size for the systems (8.2MW PV 
and 12.9MW Storage – optimum size when the ITC is not captured).  For this scenario, Arup assumed that 
the ITC requirement for the battery charging from solar for 75% of the energy would not be met; thus, the 
system would achieve the maximum wholesale market participation, maximizing the corresponding system 
revenues.

As shown above, for a P3 delivery, the cumulative net City payments over 20 years
of operation would be US$73.0 million, which is 17% less than the net payment of the 
DBB delivery, estimated at US$88.2 million.

* Operating payments: ongoing running costs for the Project that account for routine operations, energy use (incl. energy storage charge), and maintenance/ 
lifecycle.
** Capital payments: payments to the P3 developers for items required to finance and deliver the Project, including up-front capital and development costs to 
procure and build the Project. The payments reflect the financing terms and capital structure under each delivery method.
*** System revenue: energy storage revenue and PV/Solar generation revenue.
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Cumulative nominal City payments over 20 years of operation

[US$ million, in 2017$] DBB P3

Operating * 2.5 1.9

Capital ** 3.8 2.5

less system revenue *** (2.3) (1.4)

Net annual cost 3.9 3.0

Difference - -23%

The table above shows the net annual cost in the first 
year of full operation (assumed in 2020), expressed in 
today’s dollars.  The City would incur in a net annual cost of 
US$3.9 million if the Project is delivered under a DBB 
procurement.  For a P3 delivery, the City would incur in a 
net cost of US$3.0 million, which is 23% less than the net 
annual cost of the DBB.

Net annual cost in the first year of full operation
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Revised Initial Analysis (8.2MW of PV and 12.9MW of Storage) – Results
The present value of the cost of the Project over a 20-year operating period would be lowest utilizing the P3 
delivery method.

• In order to compare each delivery option, the nominal 
results of the financial analysis are adjusted to 
account for the ‘time value of money’.  The concept of 
time value of money represents the opportunity cost, 
in current year’s dollars, of future investments.

• In order to account for the time value of money, the 
nominal values are discounted applying a discount 
factor - 5% - that represents the opportunity cost to 
the City for investing in alternative ventures.

• The present value of the net City payments over the 
20 year operating term for the Project would be 
US$50.9 million if it is delivered under a DBB 
procurement.

• The present value of the net City payments for the 
Project under a P3 delivery would total US$4.19 
million, which is 18% lower than the DBB delivery.

Present Value of Project Cost Over 20-year Operating Period
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Revised Initial Analysis (8.2MW of PV and 12.9MW of Storage) – Results

• For the City’s annual budgetary 
allocations, a P3 delivery with partial 
tax benefits (MACRS) would 
generate the highest value (lowest 
annual budget impact) to the City 
under the high value scenario.

• A P3 delivery shows the lowest net 
cost to the City, on a cumulative 
present value basis, for the high 
value scenario, as well.

The scenario comparison shows a range of results considering two scenarios: Low Value (pessimistic) and 
High Value (optimistic) to the City.  For each scenario, two inputs are assumed to change: Cost Risk 
Adjustments and System’s Revenue.

DBB P3 DBB P3

Inputs Low Value High Value

Cost Risk Adjustments * [%] 0% 0% 20% 0%

System’s Revenue Loss ** [%] 0% 0% 5% 0%

Results Low Value High Value

Avg. Net Cost over 20 yrs. (nominal) [US$, million] 3.7 3.6 4.4 3.6

Cumulative Net Cost over 20 yrs. (nominal) [US$, million] 73.9 73.0 88.2 73.0

Present Value (at 5%) of Cumulative Net Cost [US$, million] 42.6 41.9 50.9 41.9

* Construction Risk Premium for DBB delivery (see slide 17)
** Storage Revenue Efficiency Loss (see slide 22)


